Letter

Is It Anxiety or Arousal That Can Facilitate
Musical Performance?
TO THE EDITOR—Is it anxiety or arousal that can facilitate
musical performance? This is a complicated question that
begs for clariﬁcation. This letter is an attempt to dig into
the issue by framing some of the core questions that will
hopefully lead to a greater understanding.
Fundamental to this question is how music performance anxiety (MPA) might be facilitative. Is it anxiety or
arousal or an interaction eﬀect between the two? And
what is the diﬀerence between somatic anxiety and
arousal? Is arousal that is perceived as anxiety (referred to
as anxiety sensitivity) what triggers somatic anxiety? Is
arousal that is perceived as rewarding devoid of anxiety?
And can both arousal and somatic anxiety be facilitative
or just arousal? Finally, if somatic anxiety can be facilitative, what determines if and when it will be facilitative or
debilitating?
The confusion over the difference between arousal
and anxiety has persisted over the last several decades
right up to the present. Salmon1(p4) in a past review of the
literature on MPA weighed in on this point in stating, “It
is widely accepted as a truism that ‘a bit of anxiety’ is
helpful during a performance. In reality, it is a heightened
state of arousal—not anxiety—that performers attempt
to optimize. . . .”
Part of the confusion has to do with a reliance on older,
somewhat outdated state theories of anxiety such as
Martens et al.’s multidimensional theory of anxiety2 and
Hardy’s catastrophe model,3 both of which draw heavily
on the Yerkes-Dodson law4 that found that arousal can
have a positive impact on performance. Kenny has written
that newer studies have not updated the original YerkesDodson law to address “the complexity of the arousal-performance relationship.”5(p141) For example, Miller and
Chesky,6 in applying the multidimensional theory of anxiety to MPA, explored the relationship between cognitive
anxiety, somatic anxiety, and self-conﬁdence but did not
reference arousal at all. We are left to conclude that their
use of the term somatic anxiety must incorporate arousal
since the Yerkes-Dodson law upon which the multidimensional theory of anxiety is based focuses solely on arousal.
So, is it the arousal or the somatic anxiety that could be
facilitative? Until there is common agreement about the
terms, parsing out speciﬁc eﬀects will be diﬃcult.
Kenny also makes the case that these older, state anxiety theories are too narrowly focused in a conceptual
sense.5 They overlook other intrapsychic, negative life
experiences and performance factors that must also be
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accommodated. More contemporary, emotion-based theories of anxiety, including Barlow’s7 and Kenny’s,5 have
broadened the conceptualization of MPA beyond the
simple situational response to a performance event that
has historically been referred to as “stage fright.”

B

ut back to the questions at hand. Recent neuroscience
ﬁndings have established that anxiety and arousal are
indeed diﬀerent.8 The brain’s threat detection system is
tied to the amygdala that generates the anxiety and fear
that is the hallmark of MPA. Somatic anxiety can trigger
arousal, whereas arousal does not necessarily trigger anxiety—sexual arousal being the best example of that. As
such, anxiety (both cognitive and somatic) and arousal are
both elements of MPA, and the relationship between each
goes right to the heart of the questions above.
We might think of rising arousal as an accelerating car
approaching a fork in the road—to the left is the brain’s
reward system and to the right is the threat detection
system. Depending on what is driving the arousal, the
promise of reward or the detection of threat, will determine
the consequence of the arousal: excitement or anxiety.
LeDoux’s research8 points out that this process begins at an
unconscious level before arising to the conscious awareness
of the performer who then perceives it in a particular way.
If anxiety is attached to arousal, then MPA symptoms will
occur if the intensity levels are high enough. Of course, this
relationship is not as binary as the metaphor might suggest.
Both arousal and anxiety reactions can trigger each other
in a reciprocal fashion depending on the particular
intrapsychic and situational circumstances at play.
It is important to remember that any anxiety that is triggered comes with a price tag of upwards of 50 symptoms
across ﬁve categories of functioning (somatic, aﬀective,
cognitive, psychological, and behavioral), many of which
will disrupt mental functioning to an extent that can
impair performance. So whatever beneﬁts may accrue
from the arousal are likely to be oﬀset by the debilitating
aspects of the somatic and cognitive anxiety.
If the performer can manage the symptoms, it may oﬀer
them a sense of mastery and control over the anxiety that
can be reassuring. If that capacity to manage anxiety
extends over many performances, increased self-conﬁdence can build and will likely project forward to future
performances.

I

n this more nuanced understanding, MPA can be considered facilitative of performance only with certain
performers under certain circumstances when their psychological coping strategies can manage the anxiety suﬃ-

ciently to enable the arousal to support optimal functioning. But the reality is that for many performers, especially
those who have multiple underlying sources of anxiety
(trait anxiety, anxious attachment, co-morbid conditions,
traumatic performance history), the uncertainty over
whether they will be able to manage the symptoms eﬀectively during the stress of performance is the threat that
the symptoms are expressing. Considering all the factors
that contribute to MPA, caution is advised to not overstate its potential beneﬁts.
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